Sizing biological samples by photosedimentation techniques.
The performance of the Joyce-Loebl disk centrifuge in the sizing of Escherichia coli cells, protein inclusion bodies, and cell debris is evaluated. The need for a density gradient that extends throughout the entire spin fluid is highlighted, and a set of standard conditions that fulfill this requirement is defined. E. coli cells experience a reduction in their Stokes diameter when exposed to ethanol, indicating that a spin-buffer fluid combination such as glycerol-water is to be preferred for the sizing of bacteria. The instrument baseline is influenced by the presence of particles, and a method of estimating the baseline is described. The sizing of small particles is further complicated by baseline drift due to temperature sensitivity of the optical yoke. An analysis of diffusion in the spin fluid is conducted, and an expression for the sedimentation:diffusive flux ratio is derived. For the current samples, it is shown that diffusion within the spin fluid does not lead to significant errors for 0.15-microns particles, whereas the phenomenon may be significant at the manufacturer's size limit of 0.01 micron.